
Energy and Power 

It is the capacity of doing work. 
e Energy is a scalar quantity. lts dimensional formula 

and SJ. unit is same as thar of work. 
@ Some practical units of energy and their equivalence 

to joule are giVen in the table below, 

S,No l:nit Et!nivalence in (J) 
I l erg erg 10-' J 
L l calorie cal 4.2 J 
3, l kilowatt hour kWh 3.6xl0° J 
4, 1 electron volt eV 1_6 X 10··19 J 

Kinetic Eoergy 
It is defined as the ene.rgy possessed by a body by 
virtue of its motion, lt is generally represented by the 
letter K. Kinetic energy of a body of mass m moving 
v,1ith velocity v is given by 

' l ' 
E. ""-mv-. 

@ Relation between kin-etic energy (K) and linear 
momentum (p) 

• 

• 

2m 
or p= 

The graph betv,reen Kand p is a parabola as shov\rn in 
the figure. 

---1>-P 

The graph between fr and p is a straight line as 
s.hown in 

--+P 
0 The gra_ph between Ji: and 1/p is a rectangular 

hyperbola as shoW'.1 in figll!e, 

® Work energy t.he-orem : It states that work done by a 
force acting on a body is equal to change in kinetic 
energy of the body, 

W=K.-K. 
J ' 

where K.
1 

and� are initiaJ and final kinetic energies of 
the body. 
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F11tMMBM,¥I 
A particle of mass 100 g ls thrown vertically upwards with 
a speed of 5 rrJs. The work done by the force of gravity 
during the time the particle goes up is 
{a) 05 J (b) --05 J 
(c) -L25 J (d) L25 J, 
Soln. : (c) Kinetic energy at projection point is converted 
into potential energy of the particle during rise. Potential 
energy measures the work done against the force of 
during rise. 

or 

( - work done) Kinetic energy 

( - work done/·= ( JQQ,,'\
J(5)1 = l,1000. 

Work done. by force of gravity 
c:.=l.25 J 

1.25. 

COIIISE!!1/ATIIIE AND 1110111 COI\ISEIIVATIVE FORCES 
@ Conservative force : A force is said to be conservative 

if the work done by the force on a body is path 
independent and depends only on the initial and final 
positions. Equiv alently a force is said re be 
conservative ff the work done by it in mmring i.t body 
around a dosed path is zero. 
Gravitational force, electrostatic force and force in an 
elastic spring are conservative forces. All central forces 
are conservative forces. 

® Non-<onservative forces : A force is said to be non
consenrative if the work done by the force on a body 
is path dependent. The work done by such a force in 
moving a body around a c losed path is not zero. 
J:'rictfonal and \/iscous forces are non-conservative 
forces. 

Potential E11,ero1v 
• It is defined as the energy possessed by the body by 

virtue of .its position or configuration. -It is generally 
represented by the letter U. 

0 Efastk, potential energy : It is energy associated 1vith 
state of compression or stretching of an elastic spring 

and is: f!:iven by U = J:. kx2 - ' 
�vhere k is the spring constant and x is fh� stretch or 
compression. 
Gravitational po1e1,t1,<1 energy : It is fue energy 
associated with two bodies of masses m

1 
and m

2 

separated by distance r and is given by U = ---'-"" 

For a body of mass m at height h relative to surface of 

earth this potential energy reduces to 

U. � mgh 
- I h '\ 
L11 R) 

\vhere R is the radius of earth.. 
If h<< R, (h/RJ « L So U= mgk 
Conservative force is the negatlve gradient of potential 
e2ergy. 
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- " a  " a  " a  where V= i-+j-+k-
ox 8y oz 

- dU 
f In one dimension, F = --;; or U = - Fdx 

Mechanical Energy 

• It is defined as the sum of kinetic energy K and 
potential energy U. 
i.e. E = K +  U. 

• Principle of conservation of mechanical energy : It 
states that for conservative forces the sum of kinetic 
and potential energies at any point remains constant 
throughout the motion. It does not depend on time. 
i.e. K1 + U1 = K2 + U2 or K + U = constant 

• Law of conservation of energy : It states that energy 
may be transformed from one form to another but it 
can neither be created nor be destroyed. The total 
energy of an isolated system remains constant. 

• Conversion of electrical energy to various forms of 
energy or vice versa along with devices used for 
conversion is illustrated in the figure given below: 

energy 

OpUcal 
energy 

Acoustic 
energy 

Examples of Conservation of Mechanical Energy 
• Freely falling body : At the maximum height, total energy 

is in the form of potential energy In the middle, total 
energy is in the form of both kinetic and potential energy. 
At the lowest point, 
total energy is in the 
form of kinetic energy -r--· 'i 

.. - o, m 

lf 
8 v, 

E= UA
= K

8
+ UB

= Kc A, 

or E = mgh = .!.mv2 + mgh = .!..mv2 + 
2 1. I 2 

• Body projected vertically 
upwards : At the lowest point 
energy is only lcinetic, in the 
middle energy is both kinetic 
and potential and at the 
highest point, energy is only 
potential. 
:. E=Kc =Ks+¼ =¼ 

or  E = .!.mv2 = .!.mv2 + mgh1 = mgh 
2 2 I 

C V 

Ulustratfon 5 I 
A uniform chain of length L and mass m is lying on a 
smooth table. One-third of its length is hanging vertically 
down over the edge of the table. How much work need to 
be done to pull the hanging part back to the table? 
Soln. : Mass of hanging part of chain = m/3 
Position of centre of gravity below table = L/6 

Work done = Potential energy change 

or Work done = (';') g ( �) = ��
L 

or 
mgL 

Work required to be done = 18 . 

Illustration 6 
A particle is moving in a potential region defined by 
U = K (x2 + I + z2). Calculate the force acting on the particle. 

� au � au - au 
Soln. : p = -1 - - ; - - k -

ox 8y oz 
or F = -K[i x 2x + J x 2y + k x 2z] 

or F = -2K[xi + y] + zk] 

Illustration 7 
A block of mass 4 kg while at rest is attached to an 
unstretched spring. The force constant of spring is 24 N m-1

• 

If a constant horizontal force of 10  N is applied on the 
block, the spring gets compressed by 0.5 m. What is the 
speed of the block at this point? 

Solo. : Given: k = 24 N m-1 , m = 4 kg, S = 0.5 m work done 
by the applied force provides kinetic energy to mass and 
elastic potential energy to the spring. 

1 0  x 0.5 = (½ x 4 x v2 ) + [½ x 24 x (0.5)2 ] 

or 5 = 2v2 + 3 or 2v2 = 2 
or v = 1 m s-1 

Speed of the block =l m s-1
• 

• Mass energy equivalence : Albert Einstein showed 
that mass and energy are equivalent and are related by 
the relation E = mr? 

where c is the speed of light in vacuum. 

POWER 

• It is defined as the rate of doing work. 
dW - dr -• Instantaneous power, P = -= F. - = F · v 
dt dt 

where v is the instantaneous velocity when the force 
is ft. 



Work, Enerr,y and Power 

iS Avfrage power : It is defined as the ratio of the \Vork 
AW, to the time t::.t, i.e., Pav !::Jfh\t. 

@ Power is a scalar quantity. Its dirneusional furmula. 1s 
[ML-"T-']. 

* Units of power : 1n SI sy5te:m the absoluteunltofpovver 
is watt It is denoted by symbol \V. 
1 watt = 1 J s-·1• 

o In CGS system, the absolute unit ofµower is erg s-1• 

l W 107 erg s-1 • 

Bigger units of power are 
o 1 k;Iovvatt = l k\V = 103 \V 
o l megawatt = 1 I"iW 106 W 

* In engineering horse pO\ver is the prnctical unit of 
power. 
I hp = 746 W. 

A body of mass m, accelerates: ur1iformly from rest to ,,- 1 
in rime t1. Find the instantaneous pmver delivered to the 
body as a function of time ,. 

Soln, ; Acceleration, 

V 
vdodty, (v) = O + a.t = tt 

l 

Power, P = Force x velocity = m a  v 

or P =m(Vi ·1x r v/
',
1 mvft 

,_ ti /  \ t1 J  tf 

fflirffl@iM,#1 
An elevator can. carry a ;naximum load of 1800 kg {elevator 
+ passengers) is moving up \vith a constant speed of 
2 rn s-L_ The frictional force opposing the motion is 
4000 :\. Determine the minimum horse power delivered 
by motor to the elevator. 
S@in.: The dmvnward force on the elevator is 

F - mg + F, = (1800 x JO) + 4000 22000 N. 
T'ne motor must �supply enough power to balance this force. 
Hence, P = P.v = 22000 x 2 = 44000 W. 

COLLISION 

" 
(i) 

In physics a co His ion wiLl take place if either of the t\vo 
bodies come in physical contact ;,vith each other or 
even when path of one body is affected by the :l:O!ce 
exerted due to fae other. 
Collisions are broadly classified into t\:i.·o types 
Elastic collision ; A colHsion i n  which both the 
momentum and kinetic energy of the body remains 
conserved. e.g. the coilision betweee! two glass bails. 
Tne basic characteristics of an e]astic collision are 
o Niomentum is conserved. 
o Total energy is conserved. 
a Kinetic energy is conserved. 
o Forces involved in the interaction are conservative. 
o Mechanical energy is not transformed into any 

other form of energy. 
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(ii) Inelastic com.don : A collision in which only the 
momentum of -:.he system is conserved but kinetic 
energy is not c011.served. Most of the collisions; fo ou:· 
day to da.y life are inelastic collisions. 
e.g. mud th.rovm on the ,valL 
Il'!e basic characteristics of an inelastic collision are 
o IVIomentmn is conserved. 
o Total energy is conserved, 
o Kinetic energy is not conserved. 
o Some or all of the forces involve.d are non-conservativ;;:. 
o A part or whole of the n;,e.chanlcaJ energy may be 

transfonned into other forms of energy. 

Elastic Conision in <me Dimension 
a Consider two bodies A and B of masses m

1 
and m'J. 

movll'.ig along the same straight line with velocities u1 
and u2 respectively. Assunw that u1 > t12 so that t\-vo 
bodies c-011ide. Let v1 and v2 be the final velocities of the 
bodies after cornsion. Tne two bodies suffer head OT! 

collision and cootinue moving along the straight line in 
the Sattl.e direction as sho\vn in the figure. 

11-11 

C\ _ _:� 
'._../ 

:;efor:e collision atlercolli!>icn 
(m1 - m,Ju

1 
2m;l!,-

Then, v
1 
= - +-�-

(;nl + mz) ml + i112 
2m1u1 (m., - itti) 

V = . -i- - • u2 2 ml +m2 m� + m2 

Spcci•l case� 
o \Vhen rr.:.asses of tvvo bodies are equal, 

i.e. m1 = m2 °.,,, m. 
From (i), we get v1 = tt2• 

2,nu 
From (ii), VJe get V; = --1 = u1 - 2m 

... (i) 

... (ii) 

Thus, if two bodies of equal masses undergo eiastic 
c-0llision iI!. one dimension, then after the collision1 
the bodies will exchange their velocities. 

O W1ien the body B is initially at rest i.e., u, = 0. 
From equation (i) and (ii), we get 

v2 

(ml - mz);i 
ml + m.2 

ml + m2 
'Three cases arise further : 
(a) %en masses of nvo bodies are eq;1.al 
i.e. m'. = m2 = m 

Fron1 (iii), we get v 1 = 0 
Frnm (iv), v2 t!; 

... (iii) 

... (Iv) 

Therefore, when body A collides with body B of equal 
mass at rest, the body A comes to rest while the body 
B moves on with. the velocity of the body A. 
In this case, transfer of kinetic energy ls hundred 
percent. 


